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Name of School : IMMACULATE HEART OF MARY SCHOOL 

學校名稱 : 聖母無玷聖心學校 

Name of Play 劇名 : WE ARE NOT CHAVS 

Script writer 劇作者 : IHMS Drama Team (Students), Li Cheuk Ki Regina (Teacher) 

 
 Synopsis 故事大綱 :  
 

The evil, Queen Gorgon likes torturing chavs: the young people who are foolish and always behave badly.  
Yan, Katie, Sam and Gin are children who have some common bad habits that youngsters have.  As a 
result, they are caught by Queen Gorgon's trolls.  Luckily, Master Bruce asks Peacemaker Larine and 
Angel help the children to escape from the Horror Forest.  However, it is not an easy task.  Can the 
children finally escape from Queen Gorgon?  Will the children learn from their lessons in their 
adventures?  You will know in the play! 
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Scene 1 
 

 (Lights out and music in)  <Two trolls hum as they clean the castle. Maxi Troll enters. >  (Music out and lights on)   

Maxi Troll (Loudly)  Midi, mini! 

Mini & Midi  Yes, Maxi. 

Maxi Have you finished doing what Queen Gorgon ordered you to do? 

Mini (Maxi lays on a bench and Midi feeds her.) I collected ten bat teeth and eight rat tails.  

Maxi (Quite satisfied with Midi’s work) And you?  

Midi I got a jar of cobra blood and eight cow eyes.   

Maxi That’s good! We all know what kind of punishments Queen Gorgon will give us. 

Mini & Midi Sure! Absolutely! <Nod their heads sadly> 

Maxi Carry on with your cleaning! 

Midi (Sit on the bench) Maxi, hm… I…. have…a question. 

Maxi Say it! 

Midi Why is Queen Gorgon called Queen Gorgon? 

Maxi SH! This is a big secret. (Mini & Midi look disappointed) People call her Queen Gorgon because 

she is the ugliest and most evil woman in the world.  <Queen Gorgon enters> 

Gorgon Life is so dull. <Gorgon yawns> 

3 Trolls Our dearest Queen Gorgon.   

Gorgon What are you doing?  

Mini & Midi Cleaning the castle! 

Maxi Watching them clean the castle! 

Gorgon Anything fun to do?  

Midi How about going bowling? 

Gorgon Don’t you remember we did it yesterday?  

Mini Maybe we can scare people in the Haunted House in Didiland.   

Gorgon It is May now, not October. You chav!  

Maxi We may go to the earth and catch some chavs and torture them.  

Gorgon <Laughs> Good idea! Give me four chavs tomorrow or …    

3 Trolls  Or…<Laugh> 

Peace maker 1 (working) What smells so nasty? Is it you? 

Peace maker 2 Not me! (smell around)  It is the nasty smell from the trolls!  We must tell Master Bruce now! 

PM 1& 2 Master Bruce! Master Bruce! The evil trolls are getting closer and closer. 

Master Bruce Really? (smell the air thoroughly) I can tell the evil Queen Gorgon and the trolls will arrive on 

earth soon to catch the chavs! 

PM1 Chavs? What are chavs? 
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PM2 According to the Oxford Dictionary: Chavs means young stupid people who always behave badly.  

Besides, they have lots of bad habits! (Master nods his head.) 

PM1 Are there many chavs in the earth? Why does Queen Gorgon want them? 

PM2 Those chavs are just children that have yet to get rid of their bad habits. 

Queen Gorgon loves torturing them. 

Master Order Lightning Kid to go to the earth at once.  

PM 2 Sorry, Master Bruce! Lightning Kid is now studying his master course. 

Master Oh…Who can help us then? 

Icy Linda Nice to meet you, Maser Bruce, Peace maker Angel and Larine! I have just turned the tsunami 

into ice to stop it harming people. 

Master Maybe Icy Linda can help! 

PM1 But she is only a trainee! 

Master (turns to Icy) Icy Linda, I know you long to be promoted. Please go to the earth and save the 

children from the threat of Gorgon. 

Icy Me?! I’m not powerful enough! 

Master With Peacemaker Angel & Larine, you can do it! 

PM1&2 Us?! 

Master I’ll save you when you are in danger. 

 
 
 
Scene 2      

 
 (Lights out and music in)  <Two trolls hum as they clean the castle. Maxi Troll enters. >  

Maxi Troll (Loudly)  Midi, mini! 

Mini & Midi  Yes, Maxi. 

Maxi Have you finished doing what Queen Gorgon ordered you to do? 

Mini (Maxi lays on a bench and Midi feeds her.) I collected ten bat teeth and eight rat tails.  

Maxi (Quite satisfied with Midi’s work) And you?  

Midi I got a jar of cobra blood and eight cow eyes.   

Maxi That’s good! We all know what kind of punishments Queen Gorgon will give us. 

Mini & Midi Sure! Absolutely! <Nod their heads sadly> 

Maxi Carry on with your cleaning! 

Midi (Sit on the bench) Maxi, hm… I…. have…a question. 

Maxi Say it! 

Midi Why is Queen Gorgon called Queen Gorgon? 
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Maxi SH! This is a big secret. (Mini & Midi look disappointed) People call her Queen Gorgon because 
she is the ugliest and most evil woman in the world.  <Queen Gorgon enters> 

Gorgon Life is so dull. <Gorgon yawns> 

3 Trolls Our dearest Queen Gorgon.   

Gorgon What are you doing?  

Mini & Midi Cleaning the castle! 

Maxi Watching them clean the castle! 

Gorgon Anything fun to do?  

Midi How about going bowling? 

Gorgon Don’t you remember we did it yesterday?  

Mini Maybe we can scare people in the Haunted House in Didiland.   

Gorgon It is May now, not October. You chav!  

Maxi We may go to the earth and catch some chavs and torture them.  

Gorgon <Laughs> Good idea! Give me four chavs tomorrow or …    

3 Trolls  Or…<Laugh> 

Peace maker 1 (working) What smells so nasty? Is it you? 

Peace maker2 Not me! (smell around)  It is the nasty smell from the trolls!  We must tell Master Bruce 

now! 

PM 1& 2 Master Bruce! Master Bruce! The evil trolls are getting closer and closer. 

Master Bruce Really? (smell the air thoroughly) I can tell the evil Queen Gorgon and the trolls will arrive on 

earth soon to catch the chavs! 

PM1 Chavs? What are chavs? 

PM2 According to the Oxford Dictionary: Chavs means young stupid people who always behave 

badly.  Besides, they have lots of bad habits! (Master nods his head.) 

PM1 Are there many chavs in the earth? Why does Queen Gorgon want them? 

PM2 Those chavs are just children that have yet to get rid of their bad habits. 

Queen Gorgon loves torturing them. 

Master Order Lightning Kid to go to the earth at once.  

PM 2 Sorry, Master Bruce! Lightning Kid is now studying his master course. 

Master Oh…Who can help us then? 

Icy Linda Nice to meet you, Maser Bruce, Peace maker Angel and Larine! I have just turned the tsunami 

into ice to stop it harming people. 

Master Maybe Icy Linda can help! 

PM1 But she is only a trainee! 
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Master (turns to Icy) Icy Linda, I know you long to be promoted. Please go to the earth and save the 
children from the threat of Gorgon. 

Icy Me?! I’m not powerful enough! 

Master With Peacemaker Angel & Larine, you can do it! 

PM1&2 Us?! 

Master I’ll save you when you are in danger. 

 
 

Scene 3   
Children Who are you? Where am I?   

Trolls You chavs are in Queen Gorgon’s Castle!  (Trolls dance.) 

Yan Queen Gorgon!?  

Gin Who is she? 

Katie Why did you bring me here? 

Maxi You all are stupid and loutish! 

Gorgon (Appears) I’m Queen Gorgon and this is my castle.  You chavs have lots of bad habits. 

Torturing you is a fair punishment. 

Yan I’m not a chav. 

Gin I don’t want to stay here. 

Katy I wanna go home. (Crying) 

Sam Where is my mobile phone? 

Gorgon Here, we have lovely bats and rats, but no mobile phones. 

Children We must leave here! 

Gorgon I’ll give you a chance to prove that you are not a chav.  There are all kinds of challenges in 

Horror Forest but only one exit.  I hope you are clever enough to escape from here in an 

hour. Ha! Ha! 

Children An hour! Escape from here! No mobile phones!  

 
 

Scene 4  
Katie I am really hungry and cold. 

Children So am I.   

Mini Wanna try some juicy fruits!? 

Children Of course!  

Mini If you can answer me this question, then you can have them all. 

Gin Say the question! 

Mini Am I handsome? 
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Yan (The other children hesitate.) You are the most handsome guy in the world.  

Midi You told a lie. You failed in this stage! 

Children Why didn’t you tell the truth?! 

Yan I told a lie because I knew the fruits were poisonous.  

Children You told a lie again!!!! (Katie cries) 

Gin Stop crying! Let’s go! 

Sam Oh! Mobile phone! (3 trolls stay behind him) 

Yan Sam, we have to go.  

Katie Stop playing!  

Sam A second! 

Gin (Lam grabs the mobile phone) Stop NOW! 

Sam Oh! Mobile phone! 

Maxi You two failed again!   

Midi Admit that you are chavs! 

Mini Say We ARE CHAVS! 

Children (Sad)      WE ARE… 

Master (Voice Out) YOU ARE NOT CHAVS 

Gorgon& Trolls Who are you? 

Linda & PM 1&2 Here we are! I’m Peacemaker Angel! I’m Peacemaker Larine! I’m Icy Linda.  

PM1 Children, we are here to save you! 

PM2 You have bad habits but you can change them. 

Linda We’ll help you escape from here. 

Mini Even if you are not chavs, you can never find the only exit in Horror Forest. 

Midi BAD LUCK to you all! (Trolls and Gorgon exit) 

PM Angel Don’t be upset, children! 

PM Larine You are here to help you! 

Children Thank you! 

Gin (Shouts) Stop crying! You are so annoying!  

Sam  Could you stop shouting at others? 

Gin I’m sorry. I will try to control my temper. 

Linda We only have forty minutes left. Let’s go! (Children, PM1&2 and Icy Linda continue with the 

journey. They meet some trolls) 

Trolls Let’s have a fight!  

Sam This is similar to mobile games. I think I can manage it! (Fight against trolls) 

Children  Well done, Sam! You made it! Wow! 
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Gin  You are not only good at playing mobile games, but you also have courage! 

Sam I haven’t heard people praise me for a long time. Thank you, Gin. 

Gin Praising others really make people happy.  

PM Angel Well done. Gin! 

Linda We are running out of time. (Continue to walk in Horror Forest)  

Katie Help!  (cries) 

Linda Ice on you! (Freeze Troll and it releases Katie) 

Sam Katie, are you OK? 

Katie (Cries) I can’t walk. Queen Gorgon must have put a spell on me.  

Gin Yan, think of ways to help Katie!  

Yan (Thinks) Katie, Queen Gorgon hates children’s laughter. If you laugh, you can break her spell! 

Children Katie, laugh! (Katie can walk again) 

PMs Katie, you made it! 

Gin Yan, how do you know about Queen Gorgon? 

Yan I told a lie. 

Children A lie again! 

Yan I promise you all this is my last lie. Lies really hurt those who love and trust us.  

Gin I must stop shouting at others too.  A hot temper can’t solve problems. (Gorgon suddenly 

appears) 

Gorgon I can’t believe you chavs can come here! 

Master Queen Gorgan, I’m here too. (Attacks Midi)  

PMs & Linda Master Bruce, save us! 

Gorgon Long time no see, Master Bruce! Today is so much fun! I can defeat you and torture chavs 

today. 

Gorgon (Makes a spell) Ba Ba Ga La Boom! (Trolls attack Master Bruce, Peace maker Angel & Larine 

and Icy Linda.) Without their power, you chavs can never leave here. (Gorgon and trolls 

leave.) 

Children (Help them sit up) Are you OK? 

Master Queen Gorgon made a supreme spell on us. We’ll lose our power in an hour.  

Yan  Without your help, how can we escape from here? 

Master Believe that you are not chavs.  Your positive values can lead you the way! 

Katie Are you sure?  

PM Angel Katie, you learn to solve difficulties without crying. You’ve changed! (Katie nods head) 

PM Larine Gin, you care about others. Control your temper and you can be friends with everyone! 

Linda Yan, you know the harm lies bring to you.  Promise me, don’t lie anymore! 
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Master Sam, with your courage, you can lead them to the exit! 

Children We are not chavs?!  

M, PM2, L You can make it! 

 

Scene 5  
Sam  (Start the journey) The exit is there!  

Gin But there is a crocodile below. 

Yan How can we pass this gap? 

Linda (VO) You only have 10 seconds left! 

PM1&2 (VO) Believe in yourselves!  

Master Bruce 

(VO)  

Just jump!  

Yan& Katie We have get rid of our bad habits! 

Sam& Gin We have changed! 

Children We made it! With positive values, we can do anything! We are not CHAVS! Yeah! 

 

Scene 6  
Gin (Yan does homework and Sam reads a book.) Hi, Yan! Hi, Sam! What are you doing here? 

Yan I’m doing my homework. 

Sam I’m reading my book. 

Gin We have changed! (Katie walks to them while she cries.) 

Yan Katie, why are you crying? 

Katie I’m not crying.  I am practicing for the drama competition.  

Gin You did well. 

Sam Gin, you are so nice. 

Gin Because we are not chavs anymore! 

 
 

<The End> 
 
 
 


